
A booklet I w rote in 1995

    

20% off
1 clothing item  20% off all accessories  

And a free scarf or a free pair of socks.

Offer Expires: Good through Mothers Day 5/13/18 PASSWORD: LoveTribe

 

Aloha LoveTribe,
I was thinking about mother, as
the source of life.  
Of motherhood, as I often joke,
Sainthood training and the
discovery of unconditional love. 
And the surrender of being in the
arms of the mother, discovering
the trust, the love, to be. 
This little booklet was my journey
as a mother, channeling Mother
and resting in the arms of The
Mother. It was written as a
Mothers Day gift to the LoveTribe
in 1995 and somehow showed up
on my desk today. 

Robert said as a Mothers
Day gift he will scan it and create a link for any of you who'd like to read
it, I'll send a link when it's ready.  
As gift from all of us Outback, you can pick up a (free) scarf or
pair of socks in the shop from now through Mothers Day along
with 20% off all accessories and 1 item of clothing. Though we
celebrate mothers everyday, we support any
acknowledgment/celebration in her honor! 
This Mothers Day I propose taking the time for loving mothers ... all



Solitaire  Dress, Asian Eye bag, scarf and hat. Gobi shoes ... worn by Heather

mothers. Even the ones judged as not doing a good job, honor them for
the courage to be a mother.  And then imagine being in the arms of an
unconditional loving presence, there for you fully, completely, (w)holy.
                     
                      And as a mother ... Be Fearless - Choose Love 
                                                   xoxo Devi

My favorite "dress" this season, worn dressy or casual and incredibly comfortable AND
flattering for sizes S-1X. This 2 pc dress can be worn in many ways. The long skirt can



also be worn as a dress. The top is actually a great dress above the knee.This also
comes in a 3/4 sleeve version. This dress is made casual with these comfy shoes,
bracelet and tribal necklace, worn by Heather.

JW Dress, Bernie Mev Shoes, Sunhat I picked up in a craft market in Ibiza,  
South African hand made and sewn, ergonomic shoes.

 

 



 

  

 



 

 

 

20% off 1pc Password: LoveTribe
 

Offer Expires: when love no longer rules


